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Letter From Te Editor 

Dear Readers, 

I would like to introduce you to the frst edition of the Uconn Undergraduate Political Review. Te Re-
view will be publishing analysis and opinion pieces on political topics written and edited by undergraduates. Tis 
journal has been an efort of months, conceived by graduating students last year in consultation with the Political 
Science Department, and carried to frst print by a dedicated team of student-editors this Fall. 

Each edition of the Review will publish on a specifc theme, focusing contributions around one topic. For 
this frst edition, we have chosen to present a varied mix of submissions under the general guideline of issues 
important to the 2016 Presidential Election. Te contained article topics range from healthcare to education, and 
from trade to terrorism. We have attempted to produce a publication that carries a variety of views, with multiple 
perspectives on each raised issue. 

Going forward, our fundamental goal for the Review is to produce a publication which engages the UCo-
nn undergraduate community in a shared dialogue on the political issues important to Uconn and to our nation. 
We strive to enable a conversation with viewpoints as varied as our undergraduates, but held to the standards of 
scholarly discussion. Strong views, but civil contributions. Unpopular positions, but supported arguments. It is our 
aspiration that the Review not only be the setting for an undergraduate dialogue, but also help that dialogue occur 
in its most informed and persuasive form. 

Invaluable to this efort has been the aid and guidance of Political Science faculty. Professor Bayulgen, 
our faculty advisor, advocated for this project, and provided invaluable guidance throughout its construction. 
Professor Yalof provided the Review with the opportunity to present our project to the faculty at large. Te entire 
Department has sponsored and supported the Review with space and resources. We extend our sincere thanks. 
Tis efort would not be possible without this generous support. 

In the Spring semester the Review will be producing two more editions. If you have an interest in contrib-
uting, please visit our website at www.uconnpolitics.com. Tere you can fnd our application guidelines for new 
writers. If you have a specifc response or article idea you would be interested in submitting for consideration, that 
is also welcome. Finally, we will soon be announcing our next edition’s thematic focus,  and calling for submis-
sions. Look for announcements though the Political Science Department and the Daily Digest. 

I hope you enjoy the fnal product. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Bassine 
Editor-in-Chief 

www.uconnpolitics.com
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Turnout or Turn Up: 
Repairing America’s Voting Booths 

Will Fricke 

Te United States has a problem. I’m not talking about the budget defcit, climate change, ISIS, or Don-
ald Trump. Nor am I referring to the concerning amount of Iggy Azalea and Pitbull appearances at music award 
shows. Te problem in question is voter turnout at elections. 

Te term “voter turnout” is misleading. Te fgure does not show what percentage of actual voters actually 
voted, i.e. registered voters. It shows what percentage of American citizens over the age of eighteen voted, regis-
tered or not. In the 2008, 2010, 2012, and 2014 elections, voter turnout was 64%, 46%, 62%, 42%, respectively.1 But 
the percentage of registered voters who actually vote was twenty-three to twenty-six percent higher, reaching even 
reaching 90% in 2008.2 Tis debunks several classic theories of why people do not vote, from weather to work. 
According to these statistics, the chief reason people do not vote is because they are not registered to. 

However, it does not rule out the possibility that some people are simply not interested in voting. For these 
non-politically efcacious Americans, it would not make a diference to be registered or not. 

On the other hand, the situation for many is that they do not know how to register to vote. Te process is 
diferent for each state, and may involve traveling, internet access, a mailbox, or the possession of photo identif-
cation, which can make it difcult for the poor, the hard-to-reach, and disabled. 

What is a democracy where only two thirds of eligible voters, maximum, take the time to participate in the 
political process, where the only requirement is checking of a box once every other year? Voters need to show up 
and make their voices heard, but they cannot do it alone. How we vote needs to change. 

Te frst step in fxing the voter turnout problem is for each state to pass same-day registration legislation. 
Tis means that any citizen over the age of eighteen can show up to his or her local designated voting location and 
register to vote at the same time and place as they vote. Tirteen states have already enacted this type of legislation.3 

In the 2014 Congressional election, six of the top ten highest voter turnouts were states with same-day registration. 
Eight of the thirteen states with more than half of eligible voters voting were same-day registration states. Maine, a 
same-day registration state, had the top voter turnout with 62%, while West Virginia, not a same-day registration 
state, fell at the bottom with just a third of eligible voters voting. Tese statistics show that same-day voting regis-
tration is efective in getting people to the polls. 

Te second step in fxing the voter turnout problem is for Congress to move Election Day and declare it a national 
1 United States Census Bureau. 2015. “Who Votes? Congressional Elections and the American Electorate: 1978–2014.” July. https://www.census.gov/content/dam/Census/ 
library/publications/2015/demo/p20-577.pdf (November 5, 2015). 
2 United States Census Bureau. 2012. “Voting and Registration in the Election of November 2008.” July. https://www.census.gov/prod/2010pubs/p20-562.pdf (November 
5, 2015). 
3 National Conference of State Legislatures. 2015. “Same Day Voter Registration.” June 2. http://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-campaigns/same-day-registration. 
aspx (November 6, 2015). 

http://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-campaigns/same-day-registration
https://www.census.gov/prod/2010pubs/p20-562.pdf
https://www.census.gov/content/dam/Census
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holiday. Congress set Election Day on the frst Tuesday in November in 1845, with the intention to give farmers the 
chance to vote between the end of the harvest and the beginning of the harsh winter weather.4 In our current age, 
however, half of Americans do not work in the agriculture industry. Moving Election Day to a warm month, like 
April, where there are no federal holidays, and declaring it a national holiday, would allow for everyone to go vote, 
unrestricted by work hours. On Independence Day we celebrate the country, and on Veterans Day we celebrate the 
bravest among us. Why not celebrate our democracy on Election Day? 

Voting in America needs to be simple, accessible, and most of all, celebrated. What kind of a modern de-
mocracy only has two thirds of its voters show up the polls, in a good year? Te United States needs to rethink the 
way its citizens vote. 

4 Andrews, Evan. 2013. “Why do we vote on a Tuesday in November?” October 30. http://www.history.com/news/ask-history/why-do-we-vote-on-a-tuesday-in-novem-
ber (November 7, 2015) 

http://www.history.com/news/ask-history/why-do-we-vote-on-a-tuesday-in-novem
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Time to Approve the Trans-Pacifc Partnership 
Harrison Fregeau 

On Monday, October 05, 2015, twelve countries, Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mex-
ico, New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, the United States, and Vietnam reached an agreement to form the Trans-Pa-
cifc Partnership (TPP). Te TPP is an extensive free trade agreement designed to eliminate tarifs imposed by 
the twelve nations against one another; reducing the cost of exporting goods to other member nations. President 
Obama, with signifcant Republican support, endorses the bill, claiming “this partnership levels the playing feld 
for our farmers, ranchers, and manufacturers, by eliminating more than 18,000 taxes that various countries place 
on our products” and that “it includes the strongest commitments on labor and the environment of any trade 
agreement in history, and these commitments are enforceable, unlike in past agreements1.” Despite this assertion, 
the proposal faces strong Congressional opposition, particularly from Democrats. Afer a 90 day period, President 
Obama will sign the pact, and Congress may either vote yes or no on the proposal. 

Congress should vote to join the Trans-Pacifc Partnership. As a liberal, I am certainly outnumbered in 
this belief: as most liberals oppose this deal. Te TPP’s opponents argue the deal harms American workers and the 
environment. Worker and environmental protection are noble causes to support, and opposing the TPP harms 
those causes in the long term. 

To explain why, I shall delve into the arguments against joining the TPP. Bernie Sanders sums up the 
argument nicely in a release titled “the Trans-Pacifc Partnership (TPP) Agreement Must Be Defeated”. Sanders 
claims the TPP “is part of a global race to the bottom, to boost the profts of large corporations and Wall Street by 
outsourcing jobs; undercutting worker rights; dismantling labor, environmental, health, food safety and fnancial 
laws…2” Tese claims are interesting, and many are true to a degree. However, Sanders’ viewpoint here is trapped 
in a widespread antiquated view of how the American economy and the American worker thrives. In order to pre-
pare the American worker for the future, this nation cannot encourage Americans to take jobs in dying industries 
through hopeless protectionist measures. Rather, American workers in such industries must be re-trained and the 
TPP provides the best impetus to retrain American workers in over 20 years. 

Te mechanism through which to accomplish this is the Trade Adjustment Assistance; passed alongside 
the TPA fast track bill in June. Trade adjustment assistance provides re-training and income support to workers 
who lost jobs via the trade bill. Whether or not Congress passes the TPP, labor will remain cheaper in Vietnam 
than in the United States. Tus, to repatriate American jobs, American workers must enhance their knowledge and 
skills advantage to ofset the cheaper cost of foreign labor. Tus, better higher paying jobs will replace those lost 
through TPP and America will have a better educated workforce. 

I would love to delve into the specifcs of why the TPP has superior environmental and labor protections 
than past free trade agreements. Unfortunately, much of the specifcs remain shrouded in secrecy; a necessary 
condition for negotiation. However, the rules and regulations regarding labor rights and environmental protection 
in an American-led trade pact will surely surpass standards required by the alternative power in the Asia-Pacifc 
region: China. Te TPP represents the critical thrust of President Obama’s intended “pivot towards Asia”. Te pivot 
to Asia responds to the growing economic and political clout of the Asia-Pacifc region: one riddled with potential 
1 Barack Obama, Ofce of the Press Secretary Statement, 
2 Sanders Bernie, “THE TRANS-PACIFIC TRADE (TPP) AGREEMENT MUST BE DEFEATED” Accessed online. 
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sparks for confict. Tese potential fare ups include a divided Korea and numerous disputed islands in the South 
China Sea. Te sof-power implications of promoting worker’s rights and environmental protection in the crucial 
Asia-Pacifc and Latin American regions promote American leadership more efectively than any hard-power 
“liberation” in the Middle East. With Chinese dams and other infrastructure projects committing environmental 
atrocities from Myanmar to Ecuador, providing an efective American alternative in the region is vital. Trough 
reducing costs, the TPP will help American corporations secure contracts overseas against ferce Chinese state-run 
competition, while providing a framework for protecting labor and the environment.    

Which brings me to a crucial player in the TPP and with free trade in general: the American corporation. 
Will corporations beneft from TPP? Yes. American corporations will beneft massively from the Trans-Pacifc 
Partnership. With all free trade agreements, the basic purpose is to reduce costs for all countries by eliminating 
tarifs on imports within the agreed area. Under the American capitalist system, the vast majority of the windfall 
from the TPP will fall into the hands of American corporations. Tat does not mean the TPP is at fault: rather 
the American tax code is at fault. Te afer-efect of the TPP, with American corporations hogging the extracted 
wealth from the TPP, can be another impetus to reform the American tax code and make it fairer to the American 
populace. 

A fnal argument against TPP concerns its investor-state dispute settlement program. Tis provides a 
mechanism to resolve conficts between corporations and member states in an international court. Tis is a nec-
essary reality, as inevitably there will be diferences between the two parties. For the alternative to establishing this 
international court to try these cases would be holding them in national courts. National courts in countries like 
Mexico and Vietnam do not have a great record on protecting workers and the environment. Plus, if the TPP is to 
be one unit, its regulations cannot be interpreted diferently in Chile than in Brunei. Tus the court must exist to 
solve these disputes: much as the International Criminal Court exists to prosecute criminals who may be protected 
in their own countries. 

Congress should vote to enter the Trans-Pacifc Partnership. Te jobs which TPP will steal from the coun-
try are those about to be lost to globalization. TPP, through Trade Adjustment Assistance, will provide those who 
lost jobs with better, more sustainable jobs going forward. Enacting the TPP will be a signal to the world, and the 
American public, that the American worker and the environment will not be lef behind in the globalization race 
that is the 21st century.  
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Te TPP: Another Driver of 
Inequality and Degradation 

Christian Caron 

In these hyperpartisan times, one would be hard-pressed to fnd an issue on the political agenda that does 
not divide Democrats and Republicans—in government and in the electorate—along party lines. One would have 
an even more difcult time fnding an issue upon which there is a consensus among Bernie Sanders and Ted 
Cruz—the presidential race’s two most ideologically driven Democratic and Republican candidates, respective-
ly—and Ed Schultz and Mark Levin—frebrand talk-radio hosts who occupy diametrically opposite positions on 
the political spectrum. Opposition to harmful free trade agreements (FTAs) such as the Trans-Pacifc Partnership 
(TPP), it seems, transcends partisanship and ideology, and with good reason. Te results of the TPP’s predecessors 
are in: by way of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and other FTAs, multinational corporations 
have reaped huge profts at the expense of workers and the environment. Because there is reason to believe the TPP 
will have economic and environmental ramifcations akin to those brought about by prior FTAs, Congress should 
reject it. 

Proponents of the TPP argue that its tarif reduction measures will be a boon for American exports and 
lower the price of imported manufactured goods. As economists such as former Secretary of Labor Robert Reich 
point out, however, most tarifs between partner nations are already low. Indeed, over the past two decades, 10 out 
of the 12 partner nations have cut their tarifs by half or more.1 It is safe to say, therefore, that the TPP will have 
minimal impact on the U.S. economy and that its supposed economic benefts will elude the average American. 

At a time of nearly unprecedented economic inequality, the TPP is the last thing America needs. According 
to a report released by the Center for Economic and Policy Research, increased trade intensity has been at least 
partly responsible for stagnant wages since 1990, a trend the TPP will surely perpetuate, if not exacerbate. Further-
more, America’s highest earners, who are least susceptible to competition from workers overseas, will likely see 
their incomes rise as a result of the TPP’s restrictive intellectual property provisions.2 Pharmaceutical companies 
are prepared to use these provisions as a means of stymieing competition from cheaper generic brands, thereby 
raising drug costs for American consumers.3 Meanwhile, Congress refuses to pass legislation that would help ofset 
these efects: the federal minimum wage, for instance, remains at its woefully inadequate rate of $7.25. In light of 
this information, it is disappointing that President Obama, who has repeatedly denounced widening inequality 
and has proven himself to be an ally of organized labor, is an unabashed supporter of the agreement.   

Jobs will rank among the United States’ top exports to the Pacifc Rim following implementation of 
the TPP. In the years since the implementation of NAFTA, alarming trade defcits with Mexico have led to the 

elimination of 700,000 American jobs. Currency manipulation is a major contributor to the growth of trade defcits, 

and President Obama himself admits the TPP contains no enforceable provisions against this behavior. Although 
1 Cooper, Preston. 2015. “TPP Won’t Be a Game Changer for the Economy.” October 7. http://www.economics21.org/commentary/tpp-wont-game-changer-economy 
(October 18, 2015). 
2 Rosnick, David. 2013. “Gains from Trade? Te Net Efect of the Trans-Pacifc Partnership on U.S. Wages.” Center for Economic and Policy Research. http://www.cepr.net/ 
documents/publications/TPP-2013-09.pdf (October 5, 2015). 
3 Marcin, Tim. 2015. “Trans-Pacifc Partnership Health And Medicine Policies Could Hurt Poor Nations, Boost Pharmaceutical Companies.” International Business 
Times, 12 May. 

http://www.cepr.net
http://www.economics21.org/commentary/tpp-wont-game-changer-economy
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Congress did reauthorize the Trade Adjustment Assistance program, which provides aid to workers displaced by 
global competition, its efectiveness in promoting reemployment is in question, to say the least.4 A program to 
rebuild America’s crumbling infrastructure, on the other hand, would create thousands of good-paying jobs, but 
Republicans have resisted such proposals in the past. And as the Republican speakership fasco demonstrated, 
Tea Party obstructionists continue to exert tremendous infuence over the proceedings of the House of Represen-
tatives, making it highly unlikely that that chamber will take any positive action on behalf of American workers 
anytime soon. Te TPP will be just the latest example of congressional action—or inaction—that has harmed the 
American worker. 

Leaked documents validate the notion that the TPP is bound to contribute to environmental degradation. 
Te agreement contains an investor-state dispute settlement provision, which would enable multinational corpo-
rations to sue governments whose regulations violate their property rights. Even more disturbingly, suits involving 
the United States would be adjudicated not by the federal courts, but rather by an international panel of arbitrators. 
While the TPP recognizes the “inherent right to regulate . . . [and] to protect legitimate public welfare objectives, 
such as . . . the environment,” a fne line ofen exists between legitimate government regulation and a property 
rights violation.5 Indeed, Dr. Kyla Tienhaara, a research fellow at the Australian National University College of 
Asia and the Pacifc, argues that similar provisions have enabled corporations to not only successfully challenge 
environmental regulations, but also deter governments from developing future environmental policies.6 It is ironic 
indeed that many of the TPP’s chief negotiators will be meeting in Paris later this year to hopefully forge a global 
climate change accord. 

As he seeks congressional approval of the TPP, President Obama has echoed many of the assurances Pres-
ident Clinton made in the months leading up to the enactment of NAFTA. Tat agreement has not lived up to the 
hype by any means, however, and the American people have taken notice. If Congress desires to contain the dam-
age from prior FTAs and undermine the notion that it is accountable to corporations and campaign contributors 
rather than to ordinary citizens, it should reject the TPP. 

4 Scott, Robert E. 2011. “Heading South: U.S.-Mexico Trade and Job Displacement Afer NAFTA.” Economic Policy Institute. http://www.epi.org/fles/page/-/BriefngPa-
per308.pdf (October 5, 2015). 
5 Farrell, Henry. 2015. “People are Freaking Out About the Trans-Pacifc Partnership’s Investor Dispute Settlement System. Why Should You Care?” Washington Post, 26 
March. 
6 Tienhaara, Kyla. 2009. Te Expropriation of Environmental Governance: Protecting Foreign Investors at the 
Expense of Public Policy. Cambridge: University of Cambridge Press. 

http://www.epi.org/files/page/-/BriefingPa
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 Orientalism and Xenophobia in 
Republican Foreign Policy 

Rubayet Lasker 

A signifcant conservative shif has occurred in the Republican Party, especially illustrated in the infam-
matory rhetoric of the GOP road to primary elections. For example, Donald Trump led in the polls afer claim-
ing the Mexican government was exporting “drug dealers and rapists”. Additionally, Ben Carson, who recently 
surpassed Trump, denounced the right of a Muslim to potentially become President. Tese comments refect an 
ideology coined by scholar Edward Said—Orientalism, or the tendency of the Western world to categorize the 
nonwestern world as one monolithic identity the civilized West will never be able to understand. GOP rhetoric 
also illustrates xenophobia, towards the Middle East, or an inherent fear of the unknown. Tis article studies the 
Republican presidential candidates’ foreign policy platforms towards the Middle East. More specifcally, it aims 
to identify how their foreign policy platforms are shaped by orientalism and xenophobia, by studying the rhetoric 
used in the frst GOP debate in August 2015. 

Discourse surrounding foreign policy decisions in the Middle East in the GOP debate revolved predomi-
nantly around the Iran deal and ISIS. Fox news journalist, and cohost of the debate, Brett Baier began the question-
ing on foreign policy, asking Senator Rand Paul, an unyielding isolationist, about his outspoken animosity against 
the Republican party’s traditionally militaristic perspective towards the Middle East. Before defending himself, 
the Senator clarifed this: “First of all, only ISIS is responsible for the terrorism. Only ISIS is responsible for the 
depravity”. Afer defending his isolationist perspective, he reiterated, “We didn’t create ISIS—ISIS created them-
selves”. While analyzing these answers, it is important to recognize that all of the GOP candidates are appealing 
to the widest base of the Republican Party during the primary elections. Senator Paul deviates from the military 
intervention norm, thus he makes sure to align himself with the party in another way; he establishes ISIS as an 
isolated enemy, “the other”, implying that “we” the United States remain blameless in its creation or development. 
Later in the debate, Senator Ted Cruz reinforces this static image of ISIS. When asked by cohost Megyn Kelly 
about his plan to destroy ISIS in 90 days, Cruz expresses the importance of emphasizing the link between “radical 
Islamic terrorism” and ISIS, and criticized President Obama for not doing so. He characterizes followers of ISIS as 
wagers of jihad upon America, which further develops a link between Islam and ISIS. It is important to note that 
jihad in this context is defned as “holy war”; only Muslim extremists agree with the West on this interpretation. 
Jihad translates to “struggle” in English, and is discussed in the Qur’an as the right to struggle for one’s survival 
in life. While Senator Paul’s characterization of ISIS as “the other” may have some justifcation, Senator Cruz uses 
infammatory rhetoric to construe Muslims, the Middle East, and ISIS as one ideological entity which must be 
destroyed…in 90 days. Te GOP discourse, and consensus on ISIS, during the debate, illustrates a deep-rooted 
orientalism in foreign policy platforms of the Republican Party. 

Another hot topic during the debate was the Iran Deal. Te Iran Deal is a historic agreement and a demon-
stration of potential friendly relations between the Middle East and the United States. Yet, all of the Republican 
candidates expressed their stark opposition to it, primarily arguing Iran cannot be trusted with nuclear weapons. 
However, this very argument is orientalist, because it assumes the United States has the authority to determine 
which countries are allowed to have nuclear weapons, and which countries are not. Additionally, it characterizes 
Iran as a monolithic state which naturally inspires mistrust. Tis orientalist and xenophobic perspective was re-
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fected throughout the GOP rhetoric. To start of the discourse, Fox News played a video clip of Carly Fiorina char-
acterizing Iran as “the heart of the evil that is going on in the Middle East through their proxy”. Tere is a great deal 
of imagery in her remarks. When hearing them, I think of a darkness that originates in Iran and spreads across the 
Middle East. However, upon further analysis, it becomes evident that there is no substance in her words. Firstly, it 
is completely unclear what “evil” in the Middle East she refers to, whether it is the Arab Spring, ISIS, the refugee 
crisis, or countless other issues. Secondly, she does not identify how this “evil” originates from Iran. In her vague-
ness, she relates the general concept of “evil” with the entire Middle East. Following the video clip, Governor Scott 
Walker was asked to respond to the Iran Deal. He urges Congress to “put in place even more crippling sanctions”. 
Furthermore, he states, “Tis is not just bad with Iran, this is bad with ISIS. It is tied together”. It is interesting that 
he implies that Iran and ISIS are allies, especially because it is in the best interest of the Shia-led Iranian govern-
ment to battle Sunni-led ISIS. In fact, militias supported by Iran are widely considered the most competent fghters 
against ISIS. Te facts do not support Governor Walker’s argument. Yet, his foreign policy platform considers Iran 
and ISIS one enemy, connected singularly by their relation to the Middle East despite the fact that the two entities 
are completely in opposition to one another. His remarks clearly illustrate ignorance of the complexities of the 
region, and his willingness to view the entire Middle East as one monolithic enemy. 

Many factors indicate a possibility that the Republican Party is crumbling. Te party is divided and in-
creasingly being pushed towards a more radical right wing, while moderate Republicans are no longer able to 
thrive in ofce. Te extensive xenophobia and orientalism coloring GOP rhetoric, cannot possibly survive in the 
midst of continued modernization and increased interconnectedness. 
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Analyzing United States Immigration Discourse: 
A Historical Look at Trans-American Relations 

Rebecca Kaufman 

“First of all, I want to build a wall, a wall that works,” Republican Presidential candidate Donald Trump said 
in the second Republican debate. Trump is widely recognized as one of the most controversial candidates, but his 
sentiments on immigration are indicative of the widespread conservative view that isolationism ideology should 
be the primary informer of American immigration policy. Immigrants from developing Latin American nations 
receive a bad reputation—these populations are stigmatized by claims that they are lazy free riders, or dangerous 
drug trafckers1. 

Tese attitudes are ofensive and unfairly generalized about an entire population. However, underlying the 
argument that anti-immigration attitudes are fundamentally misguided, is history of formal political decisions 
that holds the U.S. responsible for creating better, more comprehensive immigration policy. 

During the mid-to-late 20th century, the U.S. implemented counter-insurgency policies supporting the 
regimes of economically and politically unstable Latin American countries to prevent these countries from transi-
tioning to socialist/communist political systems. Marxist ideology was popular in these areas where sharecropping 
was one of the largest sources of national income and income inequality was growing2. Te exploited workers be-
gan to rebel—frst through the electoral process, and, when this proved inefective, through guerrilla tactics. How-
ever, at the same time, the U.S. Army’s School of the Americas was training thousands of Latin American military 
personnel, many of whom went on to commit brutal violations of human rights (such as state-sanctioned mur-
ders and disappearances) in the name of maintaining order and control in their state3. Te widespread violence 
dominating Latin American life produced an environment adverse to sustainable development, even afer peace 
had been, albeit partially restored. Rural indigenous communities were deeply afected by the counter-insurgency 
eforts as authority shifed from the elders to military patrols who would use force against members of their own 
communities to quell uprisings, generating an environment of mistrust and disrupting power structures that had 
been in place for hundreds of years. Furthermore, the region’s history of brutally punishing citizens for expressing 
political views unaligned with those of the people in power repressed social and political participation, making it 
difcult to strengthen an integral rule of law in the modern era of democracy4. Tis has lef much of Latin America 
disproportionately marginalized, with some of the widest income gaps in the world. While it is wrong to say that 
the United States was the sole cause of the instability that remains in much of Central America, it would be naïve 
to dismiss the hand the U.S. played oppressing the ability of the Global South, and especially Central America to 
develop and be economically competitive with First World countries. 

Today, the United States continues to promote and implement international policies that disadvantage 
Latin America. Te late 20th century North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and its 2005 extension, the 
1 sdonline. 2011. ‘Reframing US Immigration Discourse for the 21st Century*.’ Journal of the Research Group on Socialism and Democracy online. http://sdonline. 
org/48/reframing-us-immigration-discourse-for-the-21st-century/ (October 9, 2015). 
2 White, Tom. 2012. ‘Civil War in El Salvador and United States Counterinsurgency Strategy.’ Perspectives of the Past. http://perspectivesofhepast.com/terrorism-and-in-
surgency-in-the-contemporary-world/civil-war-in-el-salvador-and-united-states-counterinsurgency-strategy/ (October 9, 2015). 
3 Van Den Anker, Christien, and Rhona K M Smith. 2006. Te Essentials of Human Rights (Te Essentials of ... Series). New York: Distributed in the USA by Oxford 
University Press. 
4 Flores, Walter, Ana Lorena Ruano, and Denise Phé Funchal. 2009. ‘Social Participation within a Context of Political Violence: Implications for the Promotion and Exer-
cise of the Right to Health in Guatemala.’ Health and Human Rights 11(1). 

http://perspectivesofthepast.com/terrorism-and-in
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Central American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) have reinforced unsatisfactory economic conditions in Mex-
ico and Central America. Large proportions of the population work in the informal sector (the realm of property 
and employment that is unregulated and untaxed). Te social infrastructure necessary to protect these workers 
from the consequences of this legislation is not yet in place, resulting in the exploitation of workers. An analysis of 
CAFTA conducted by the Oxford Journal of Applied Economic Perspectives and Policy demonstrates how CAFTA 
currently is not comprehensive enough to address the complexity of poverty and income inequality in Central 
America. Te removal of import tarifs on agricultural goods proposed in the agreement negatively afects the 
production of and revenue generated by these goods. Te analysis reveals how the agreement not only indirectly 
causes migration because agrarian workers cannot make a living doing what they have always done, but actually 
stimulates it. 5 

Terefore it is surprising that American politicians hold beliefs averse to welcoming immigrants who are 
feeing nations plagued by corruption and poverty considering the policies we have created that perpetuate an 
unjust economic system. It is surprising that many Americans do not feel any sense of moral obligation to support, 
at least in some way, people who have sufered at the expense of American-sponsored programs that have trained 
some of the most violent human-rights ofenders in international history. 

However, the implications of Central America’s struggle to develop at the same pace as the rest of increas-
ingly globalized markets go far beyond just the liberal guilt associated with hegemonic discourse informing our 
foreign policy. Tis historical context brings us to the ultimate argument; that the United States needs better im-
migration policy, and isolationist discourse is harmful and inefective. 

Many regions of the U.S. with large immigrant populations demonstrate a decrease in crime and growth 
in sustainable urban development. In Los Angeles, immigrant teens were less likely to be involved in crime then 
their peers of the same socioeconomic status.  While one cannot assume causality, they can negate the notion that 
immigrants exacerbate or cause social ills.6 Furthermore, comprehensive research has shown that immigration 
actually benefts the economy because diversity generates innovation and entrepreneurship.7 

Beyond the tangible economic benefts of promoting a more inclusive immigration policy is the fact our 
global reputation. We live in an interconnected society and it is becoming increasingly important to form rela-
tionships with our regional allies, especially considering the threats of nations like Russia and Syria uniting with 
global superpower China and rejecting American infuence in foreign policy.8 By undermining rights to freedom 
of movement and to seek asylum, the U.S. not only sets the precedent that it is permissible to violate such rights, 
but also blocks itself from forming valuable relationships with other countries in the region. And despite countless 
obstacles, Central America is developing rapidly and becoming more economically competitive—demonstrated 
by its signifcantly increased share in the global agriculture trade9. It would not be in U.S. interests to refuse Central 
American countries as valuable allies. 

Immigration policy must be thought of as a strategic form of foreign policy. If the U.S. wants to be a global 
leader, it must set a precedent of only economic dominance, but of moral lead and global acceptance.  Common 
conservative discourse has pushed potentially efective liberal policies to take more moderate measures, is will 
continue to damage the United States’ economy, international relationships, and reputation. 

5 Taylor, J. E., A. Y. Naude, and N. Jesurun-Clements. 2010. ‘Does Agricultural Trade Liberalization Reduce Rural Welfare in Less Developed Countries? Te Case of 
CAFTA.’ Applied Economic Perspectives and Policy 32(1): 95–116. 
6 Macdonald, John M., and Robert J. Sampson 2012 
7 Florida, Richard. 2011. ‘Why Immigrants Are Good for Our Economy.’ http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2011/06/why-immigrants-are-good-for-our-econ-
omy/240209/ (October 19, 2015). 
8 Berger, Ryan, and Christopher Sabatini. 2012. ‘Why the U.S. Can’t Aford to Ignore Latin America.’ CNN. http://globalpublicsquare.blogs.cnn.com/2012/06/13/why-the-
u-s-cant-aford-to-ignore-latin-america/ (October 9, 2015). 
9 Herzog, Tim, and Michele Ruta. 2015. ‘Future Looks Bright for Food Production in Latin America and Caribbean.’ Te World Bank. http://www.worldbank.org/en/ 
news/feature/2013/10/16/food-production-trade-latin-america-caribbean-future (October 19, 2015). 

http://www.worldbank.org/en
http://globalpublicsquare.blogs.cnn.com/2012/06/13/why-the
http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2011/06/why-immigrants-are-good-for-our-econ
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Anchors, Away! 
William Welenc 

“When Mexico sends its people, they’re not sending their best. Tey’re sending people that have lots of 
problems, and they’re bringing those problems with us. Tey’re bringing drugs. Tey’re bringing crime. Tey’re 
rapists.”1 While he is known as the Achilles heel of the Republican ticket, Donald Trump brought what seemed to 
be the back burner topic of immigration into the center of public attention. His controversial opinions and more 
specifcally his mentioning of “anchor babies,” children born in the United States to foreign-born parents with 
the intention that the parents can gain U.S. citizenship through their children, has caused uproar. Many called 
Trump racist and a bigot for using this term- not unjustifable considering his above statement. However, his 
statements about “anchor babies” and how they are hurting the United States immigration system are factually 
accurate. In fact, over the years “anchor babies” and maternity tourism have become highly proftable industries. 
Unfortunately, it is difcult to prosecute those individuals who are entering the U.S. illegally under the Citizenship 
Clause of the 14th Amendment which reads, “All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to 
the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside.”2 Te vagueness of 
this text ensures that these provisions can be used to undermine our legal immigration system. In maintaining this 
ambiguous language we ensure that taxpayers will be forced to pay for the social services of those illegally residing 
in the United States.

 Te current presidential administration has made attempts that it believes will improve our immigration 
system, but the promises of amnesty and less harsh penalties for repeat ofenders have lef a bad taste in the mouth 
of the American public. According to Te Heritage Foundation, “the average unlawful immigrant household costs 
taxpayers $14,387 per household.”3 One may wonder how this is possible considering that undocumented immi-
grants are not eligible for many welfare programs. Tis is true, but they do have access to emergency medical care 
and schooling. Furthermore, amnesty to immigrants hurts the African American population, according to Peter 
Kirsanow of the US Commission on Civil Rights: “Illegal immigration has a disparate impact on African-Ameri-
can men because these men are disproportionately represented in the low-skilled labor force.”4 Granting amnesty 
to illegal immigrants would allow thousands upon thousands of low-skilled, low educated laborers to enter the 
workforce and push many African American and White workers out of a job. Under the Naturalization Clause 
of the Constitution, Congress has the power to defne the nature of naturalization in the United States. However, 
President Obama has chosen to take executive action in declaring amnesty for thousands of undocumented immi-
grants in this country, essentially disregarding the Naturalization Clause entirely. Nevertheless, one cannot blame 
the President for all of the issues with the current immigration system as they long predate the Obama adminis-
tration. 

A related issue that is dismantling the foundation of the immigration system and hurting the American 
economy is maternity tourism. Tousands of pregnant Chinese women are traveling to the United States, claiming 
a variety of false reasons on their visits. In fact, they arrive to give birth on American soil. Tey do so only so that 
their children are born citizens, with all the associated rights and privileges. Tese mothers break the law by lying 
on their visas and entering the United States under false pretenses. 

1 Nina Strochlic, “Te Dumbest Stuf Donald Trump Has Ever Said,” Te Daily Beast, June 30, 2015, accessed October 15, 2015. 
2 [Amendment] U.S. Const. amend. XIV. Sec. 1. 
3 Maria Santana, “5 Immigration Myths Debunked,” CNN, November 20, 2014, accessed November 3, 2015. 
4 “Illegal Alien Surge From Mexico Will Hurt Teen Jobs”, breitbart.com, accessed November 3, 2015. 

https://breitbart.com
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It is unclear exactly what Donald Trump or Jeb Bush truly meant when they discussed anchor babies this 
summer. If they were discussing children born in this nation of immigrants who entered this country illegally, or 
whose mothers claimed false entry purposes, then they have a legitimate point. We cannot allow persons from 
outside of the United States to bypass our immigration system by simply having children within our borders, leav-
ing the United States taxpayers responsible for their upkeep. While the goals of these people may be noble, they 
take advantage of a broken system. Ultimately, the children of legal immigrants, who saved up for years in order to 
legally enter this country, are the ones who will pay for it. 
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An Analysis of Immigration from the 
Perspective of Human Rights 

Kylie Moyle 

As the 2016 Presidential Election nears in the United States, the world is reminded of the issues politicians 
and voters fnd most pressing. Certainly the decisions made in the United States, such as electing a new president 
or passing legislation, impact the citizens of the U.S. directly. But nearly all policy decisions made by a sovereign 
state have global impacts, in economic, social or political terms. In this manner, we should view U.S. citizens as 
global citizens, and consider our policy decisions with respect to their international infuence. Te degree to which 
immigration is considered a national issue rather than an international issue in the U.S. is alarming.  Te U.S. is 
not the only nation guilty of such thinking, but with an election around the corner we have the opportunity to 
reconsider this mindset.  

François Crépeau, a professor of law at McGill University, was given the UN title of special rapporteur on 
the human rights of migrants in 2011. His job, in a simplifed sense, is to update the world through the UN on the 
status of migrants. He writes: 

Irregular migration is not a crime. Crossing borders may be in violation of the law, 
but it is an abstract violation of it, since moving from one country to the other does 
not per se hurt or endanger anyone else… [thus] migration concerns us all and 
no State can escape from its obligations under international human rights law to 
protect and ensure respect for the human rights of migrants, irrespective of their 
migration status. 1 

Declaring that immigration is a human rights issue is a bold claim. But it provides a basis for any respect-
able state to protect the inherent rights of any human being regardless of nationality. It is evident that immigration 
is happening across many jurisdictions, regardless of laws intended to limit movement. Terefore, it is not a ques-
tion of how to stop it, but instead how to deal with it. 

Te Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) was adopted by the United Nations that afrms the 
dignities and rights inherent to every person. Tis fundamental contract binds UN members and non-members 
alike in a commitment to uphold these values, regardless of nationality or legal circumstance. Included in the 
UDHR is the right to free movement. Terefore, immigration must be understood as a human rights issue frst and 
foremost. Human rights is one of the few legal concepts which penetrates the borders of all sovereign states, and 
should thus be made a priority by all nations. 

Any discussion of election priorities should refect a commitment to uphold the human rights outlined in 
the UDHR. Yet we are forced to (mildly) entertain the idea of “build[ing a] wall”2 to keep immigrants out. Across 
the aisle there is agreement that the logistics of immigration management are complicated (with respect to security, 
economics, privacy, monitoring etc.) and warrant further debate. But these issues should be considered secondary 
to the fundamental, international responsibility to protect human rights. Ultimately this wall is unbuildable both 
physically and theoretically. For even if this wall were built, it would not address the injustices committed against 
1 “‘We Are All Migrants’ – Time to Change Infammatory Talk on Migration.” Ofce of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, accessed October, 2015. 
2 Anna Br, “Donald Trump: I Would Force Mexico to Build Border Wall,” MSNBC, June 28, 2015, accessed October, 2015. 
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those migrants seeking the protection of their basic human rights. Maybe not every individual currently running 
for president is quite so extreme on the issue, but it is unclear whether any are attempting to change immigration 
policies to the extent that it aligns with the UDHR. 

Te immigration debate involves individuals identifed as immigrants (legal and illegal), refugees, asylum 
seekers, or combinations of the above. Because of these distinctions, it is difcult to argue that anyone who waltzes 
across our border deserves the protection we all enjoy as lawful residents and citizens. Tey do, however, undoubt-
edly deserve the protection of certain rights as human beings regardless of how or why they found their way into 
the United States. Te issue as it is discussed today is instilled with a national selfshness, while the more pressing 
concerns of human rights are lef unaddressed.  
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Te Flaw in his Plan: Why Donald Trump 
is Wrong About Syrian Refugees 

Evelyn Luchs 

Te Syrian confict has forced almost twelve million people from their homes. In nearby nations, such as, 
Jordan, Turkey, and Lebanon, life is untenable for refugees due to strained resources. In Turkey alone, there are over 
1.9 million Syrian refugees, who cannot realistically remain there as they are not legally allowed to work.3 With no 
other option, smuggling refugees has become a multimillion dollar industry; albeit an illegal one. Te smuggling 
industry, a last hope for Syrian refugees not admitted to the US or another potential host country, presents many 
dangers to its clients. Cheap rafs defate halfway across the ocean, and rapidly-produced vests are sometimes flled 
with water-absorbent foam; not that the smugglers care- they still get paid if the refugee dies.4 Risking drowning or 
detainment should not be the only option; instead, the United States should increase the amount of Syrian refugees 
accepted into our country. 

Earlier this month, Donald Trump controversially announced if he wins the election, he plans to send Syri-
an refugees “back”.1 Mr. Trump also stated he doesn’t believe the United States can or should get involved.2 Perhaps 
he should reconsider. Despite his concerns, both historical precedent and public opinion indicate that the United 
States should allow more Syrian refugees to move to the United States. 

While Mr. Trump certainly has a lot to say on the subject, his arguments lack logic. In response to CNN 
asking about his stance on refugees, Mr. Trump claimed 

We cannot help everybody through the world. Europe should help. Russian should help. China, they’re not 
doing anything... Tey should all help. And then maybe we could do something.2 

Tis response fails to consider that the United States is in a better position than other countries to take in refugees. 
Te United States has the resources and infrastructure to support an infux of refugees whereas other nations do 
not, and historical precedent supports this- as this article will elaborate on further, the United States has taken in 
large amounts of refugees many times throughout history. No, we cannot help everybody in the world. But that 
does not mean that we should help no one. 

Mr. Trump further insinuated that Syrian refugees could cause unrest in the United States: 

“Tis could be one of the great military coups of all time if they send them to our country -- young, strong 
people and they turn out to be ISIS,” he told Fox News’ Eric Bolling. “Now, probably that won’t happen, but 
some of them defnitely in my opinion will be ISIS.”1 

Tis quote is an excellent example of Donald Trump’s utter lack of reasoning and logic regarding the refugee crisis. 
Te mere fact that he had to follow up his own statement with “that probably won’t happen” is a good indicator that 
Mr. Trump’s thoughts on the matter should be taken with a boulder-sized grain of salt. Additionally, this quote fails 
to take into account the actual process of gaining entry to the United States as a refugee. In reality, all refugees must 
have a referral from either a US embassy or an NGO, and, afer that, must be interviewed by either US Citizenship 
and Immigration Services (USCIS) or the Department of Homeland Security5. Given that every single refugee is 
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interviewed before being allowed to settle in the United States, the probability of a majority or even a signifcant 
portion of refugees being ISIS members in disguise is not nearly as high as Donald Trump seems to think. 

Apart from these glaring faws, Trump’s argument is fat-out wrong. He claims there will be an “army” of 
200,000 refugees1, however, the United States has only taken 1,500 in the past four years, and President Obama has 
committed to just 10,000 more.1 And, when Mr. Trump claims that he will send them back, what does he have in 
mind? Actual plans aren’t really his forte; he doesn’t specify. Tis might be for the better, given there is no safe place 
to send them back to. Refugees, obviously, do not choose to leave their homes. For them, there is no going back. 

Despite Donald Trump’s claims that the United States does not have the ability to support refugees1, the 
US actually has a rich history of taking people in. Te frst refugee legislation in the United States was in 1948, and 
allowed over 400,000 Europeans to enter the country afer World War II (in addition to those 250,000 who had 
already come)6. Even afer fghting a war, the United States was still able to support the addition of hundreds of 
thousands of people. In the 1960s, there was an infux of Cubans feeing from Fidel Castro’s regime. At the end of 
the Vietnam War, 1.3 million people were resettled worldwide; including over 800,000 in the United States alone.7 

And, since 1975, over 3 million refugees have settled in the United States6. As history shows, taking in refugees is 
nothing new for America. Te United States can support greater amounts of Syrian refugees because, the United 
States has a century of experience taking hundreds of thousands of refugees at a time. While it may not be simple 
or uncomplicated, it certainly won’t cause the turmoil Trump predicts. 

In addition to the historical indicators that the United States can handle more refugees, it seems that public 
opinion favors increasing the amount of Syrian refugees admitted. Surveys have shown that 55% of Americans 
favor taking more refugees and 83% favor increasing humanitarian aid.9 A recent Kickstarter campaign to raise 
money for the Syrian refugees raised $40,000, more than double the amount the average successful campaign rais-
es.8 Te numbers show Americans want to help the Syrian refugees, and while more citizens favor increasing aid 
than taking in refugees, increasing the number of refugees taken in is an option which accomplishes the end goal 
of helping the refugees, which many Americans want. 

Te United States has both the opportunity to aid in a humanitarian crisis, and the responsibility to do so. 
In other nations, infrastructure is strained, and resources are running out under the burden of thousands of refu-
gees, whereas a large, rich country like the United States has the resources to support these people. Furthermore, 
ofering refuge is more than a duty- it is an American tradition. Even the pilgrims landing at Plymouth Rock could 
be considered refugees; they fed from religious persecution. Since that moment, people from all around the world 
have come to America seeking refuge, in search of a better life. And, throughout history, America has ofered them 
that life. Te Syrian refugees of today are no diferent. Tey come from a war-torn region, forced to survive in the 
most wretched of conditions, inspired by their hope for a new life. At this very moment, the United States has the 
chance to ofer thousands of refugees the gif- the basic human right- of life, and America can and should take that 
chance. 

1. Scott, Eugene. “Donald Trump: Refugees Could Launch a Military Coup - CNNPolitics.com.” CNN. Cable News Network, 3 Oct. 2015. Web. 18 Oct. 2015. 
2. Scott, Eugene, and Sara Murray. “Donald Trump Backtracks on Syrian Refugees - CNNPolitics.com.” CNN. Cable News Network, 10 Sept. 2015. Web. 18 Oct. 

2015. 
3. Kingsley, Patrick, Mark Rice-Oxley, and Alberto Nardelli. “Syrian Refugee Crisis: Why Has It Become so Bad?” Te Guardian. Te Guardian, 4 Sept. 2015. 

Web. 18 Oct. 2015. 
4. Hubbard, Ben. “Money Flows With Refugees, and Life Jackets Fill the Shops.” Te New York Times. Te New York Times, 26 Sept. 2015. Web. 18 Oct. 2015. 
5. “Refugee Council USA - History of the U.S. Refugee Resettlement Program.” Refugee Council USA - History of the U.S. Refugee Resettlement Program. Web. 18 

Oct. 2015. 
6. “History of U.S. Refugee Resettlement.” U.S. Department of State. U.S. Department of State, 19 June 2015. Web. 18 Oct. 2015. 
7. Rosenthal, Max J. “America Once Accepted 800,000 War Refugees. Is It Time to Do Tat Again?”Mother Jones. 11 Sept. 2015. Web. 18 Oct. 2015. 
8. Kaufman, Alexander C. “Kickstarter Just Broke Its Own Rules To Help Syrian Refugees.” Hufngton Post. Hufngton Post, 6 Oct. 2015. Web. 18 Oct. 2015. 
9. Agiesta, Jennifer. “CNN/ORC Poll: Partisan Split over U.S. Taking Refugees - CNNPolitics.com.”CNN. Cable News Network, 14 Sept. 2015. Web. 18 Oct. 2015. 

https://CNNPolitics.com
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Bernie Sanders and Isolationism 
in Foreign Policy 

Zachary Dukof 

In recent months, it has been nearly impossible to avoid the media’s obsessive Middle East coverage. From 
the rise of the Islamic State, to the Humanitarian Crisis in Syria, to the Iranian Nuclear deal, there are a plethora of 
issues to be addressed in the near future. 

Naturally, given the upcoming 2016 Presidential election, any potential point of international confict al-
lows the media to question the candidates’ stances on what they would do if elected Commander-in-Chief. One 
of these potential leaders of the free world, Senator Bernie Sanders, is a lone sheep in his opinions of American 
Foreign Policy and what to do in the future. A self-described Democratic-Socialist, the Senator from Vermont has 
been in a category of his own when it comes to his opinion of American Foreign Policy since he frst was elected to 
Te House of Representatives in 1991. Broadly classifed as a non-interventionist, Mr. Sanders believes the United 
States of America should stop funding nation-building projects, and instead direct those funds towards diplomatic 
eforts meant to promote the development of democracy. 

In the wake of the ofen ridiculed invasions of Iraq in 2003, and our nation’s subsequent obsession with the 
“War on Terror”, Senator Sanders ofers a stark contrast to our nation’s history of blind military intervention. Mil-
itary hawks ofen ridicule President Obama for his lack of leadership on the Syrian Civil war, and the rise of the 
Islamic State. Tese same critics are also equally as hostile towards Senator Sanders’s opposition to military inter-
vention and using American forces abroad. Tere appears to be a feeling that those in favor of using America’s 
military might, regardless of how needed it may be, are considered to be National Security hawks determined to 
do whatever it takes to protect the interests of Te United States of America. Senator Sanders, on the other hand, 
believes this mindset brought our nation into the First Gulf War, the 2003 invasion of Iraq, and the potential future 
invasion of this same area to stymie the growth of ISIS. Senator Sanders referred to ISIS as a “barbaric organiza-
tion”, and a “growing threat”. However, he does not believe the American military should lead the charge against 
this enemy thousands of miles away: considering past American intervention subsequently destabilized the region 
and built a culture allowing Te Islamic State to fourish. 

Senator Sanders’s position on American foreign relations can be classifed as non-interventionist. Sanders 
advocates to our nation’s youth to change our ways, or be forever entangled in military altercations far from home, 
which only increase global anti-American sentiment. His emphasis on diplomacy and economic development, as a 
means of fostering democratic growth, is the cornerstone of his proposal to reinvigorate American foreign policy. 
Opponents of the Senator’s positions deem him weak, or out of touch with the immense problems facing America 
abroad. To these detractors, the Senator typically scofs and reverts back to his history of casting votes against mil-
itary force except as a last resort. It will be interesting to see if the Senator’s foreign policy positions resonate with 
his usual supporters, who can be broadly classifed as youthful populists thirsting for something beyond the status 
quo politician we are so accustomed to seeing. 

Senator Sanders’s foreign policy is a yet to be tested philosophy. For decades, America has tended to inter-
vene in the afairs of nations worldwide, and, if need be, invaded said nations in the name of liberty and democ-
racy. Te question, at this point, is whether or not the American Public is ready for such a drastic shif in policy. 
Presidential candidates, on the right, argue the “Obama-Clinton” foreign policy directly caused the deterioration 
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of the Middle East. Tey believe in sending more troops into these confict areas as a way to not just fght terror-
ism, but also promote democracy. Senator Sanders, on the other hand, believes what is transpiring in this region 
today, is a direct consequence of past American intervention in the region, and the only way for peace to fourish 
is ending Americas role as the world’s police ofcer. For context, I consider myself a staunch supporter of Senator 
Sanders’s foreign policy prescriptions.  Nobody knows what the future holds, but in Senator Bernie Sanders’s opin-
ion, it must be free of unilateral action by our nation’s military as a means of promoting democracy. 
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Te Trial Hillary Won’t Get 
Sam Julien 

On September 11, 2011 four Americans were killed in an American consulate in Benghazi, Libya. A couple 
months prior, Libya’s ruler Muaammar Gaddaf had been deposed by insurgents afer NATO and Western Powers 
established a no-fy zone and aided the insurgents. Secretary of State Clinton was an advocate for the intervention. 
However, in recent months she has undergone intense scrutiny from the media and on October 29th, she testifed 
in front of the select congressional committee on Benghazi, a bi-partisan committee chaired by Trey Gowdy. Te 
“Benghazi trials”, have been described as a witch hunt by some, and for others a clear example of Clinton corrup-
tion. Secretary Clinton has been accused of failing to keep diplomats at the consulate safe by many individuals, 
even afer Ambassador Chris Stevens called for increased security. Some in the media have even gone as far to say 
the ambassador’s blood is on Clinton’s hands. Afer many investigations into what happened at Benghazi, it was 
discovered that Clinton was using a private e-mail for work purposes, which goes against State Department pro-
tocols. While the Secretary did violate protocol, former Secretary of State Colin Powell also used a private e-mail 
when he held the position in the Bush administration.1 Although this is not an excuse for her actions, it may point 
to the hypocrisy of some Republican ofcials and the role partisanship has played surrounding this attack. But the 
controversy over the attack and who was responsible belies a far more important question: Why were militants in 
Libya so angry at the U.S. that they would target an embassy? It’s time to move beyond the simplistic “they hate us 
for our freedoms” argument that has been accepted in understanding political violence and terrorism. 

A more logical explanation as to why these attacks happened is that the U.S. lef a power vacuum afer 
removing Gaddaf, who held power for 40 years. Tis led to increased violence and political instability in Libya, 
which led to a phenomenon called blowback. Blowback is a term frst used afer the C.I.A. overthrew the demo-
cratically elected leader of Iran, Mohammed Mossadegh, in 1953.  “Blowback” is  a metaphor for the unintended 
consequences of covert operations against foreign nations and governments.2 Many times individuals or groups use 
violence against the United States when the world power either covertly, or in this case, overtly, intervenes in the 
afairs of other nations for its own self-interest. In the 1980’s the C.I.A. armed Osama Bin Laden and Mujahadeen 
fghters in the 1980’s to draw the Soviets into a what would be costly war in Afghanistan. Bin Laden later con-
demned the U.S. afer winning the war against the Soviets and driving them out of Afghanistan. Later, this would 
lead to another instance of “blowback” where America’s intervention in other nations led to political terror against 
our people and consuls. Te NATO led bombing of Libya and subsequent ousting of Muammar Gaddaf, the coun-
try’s leader, which Clinton advocated strongly for, were the real reasons for “blowback” against U.S. diplomats, or 
what is referred to as terrorism in today’s political discourse. 

Te civil confict in Libya began in 2011. Gaddaf’s security forces were accused of using force against rebel 
insurgents around the country who were rising up in protest against his autocratic and unjust rule. Citing concerns 
for the citizens of Libya; France, the United States, and Britain established a no-fy zone over Libya and started to 
aid rebels that would eventually overthrow Gaddaf. Mainstream reports ofen demonized Gaddaf as a crazy man, 
a threat to international peace, and sometimes even a terrorist. Tis portrayal is problematic because it ignores 
what Gaddaf had done for his country. In 1969 he overthrew King Idris, the British colonial administrator, in a 
coup.3 By 2010, Libya had the highest Human Development Index in all of Africa.4 Gaddaf had transformed Libya 
from one of the poorest countries in the world to an independent nation on the rise, using Libya’s vast oil wealth 
to enrich his people. Now in 2015, four years afer the war, Libya is on the verge of being a failed state.5 It has be-
come a safe haven for Islamic radical groups. Militants loyal to the Islamic terrorist group ISIS have gained power 
in Libya as well, and have taken over the eastern city of Derna since the war.6 Arms have also been shipped from 
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Libyan militants to Syria to aid the Islamic State. 

In the year following the ousting of Gaddaf, Libya was touted as a foreign policy victory for Hillary Clin-
ton. Events unfolding in recent months have forced her to change this narrative. Te chaos in Libya is one of the 
main reasons why tens of thousands of Libyans are crossing the Mediterranean and risking their lives to make it 
to Europe. Migrants from other African countries have found it easy to get into Libya before making the same 
journey Clinton still may be the most qualifed Democratic presidential candidate, but if liberals are to criticize 
George W. Bush for Iraq, then one must apply that criticism to Hillary’s intervention in Libya as well. Both have 
yielded disastrous results. Tousands of innocent people have died from our intervention and we’re clueless as 
to why extremists have gained power and legitimacy?  It is time for our leaders to acknowledge the efects of our 
foreign policy have had and the ofer a better alternative to war and the forced removal of foreign leaders. Wheth-
er it’s the thousands of lives lost in Libya, the instability that has contributed to the refugee crisis, or the 4 people 
that died at the consulate, there are consequences to dropping bombs and killing innocent families that are vital to 
understanding terrorism and current political situations. 

While Hillary’s support of the intervention in Libya would seem like an easy attack for her political op-
ponents, few Republicans have spoken out against her policies in Libya. Te exception is Senator Rand Paul, who 
has called Libya “a mistake”. A dissident in the Republican party for his dovish foreign policy views, Paul is a rare 
voice on the right in criticizing American military intervention, drone strikes, and is more wary of military en-
gagement.  On the other side of the Republican party, any attempt to understand the reasons for political terrorism 
are tantamount to justifying its violence. Richard Perle, a prominent conservative, has said that any attempt to 
understand terrorism is an attempt to justify it. Tat rational is used to shield any blame from Western Govern-
ments violence and imperialism in third-world countries in understanding reactive forces.  Te Islamic State did 
not exist in its current form in 2001. It came to existent as a powerful force in 2011 and 2012 afer the U.S. invaded 
and occupied Iraq in 2003 and lef,  leaving another power vacuum for terrorists to organize there, contributed to 
the arming of insurgents in Syria to topple Bashar Al-Assad, and previously mentioned removal of  another Arab 
leader, Gaddaf. All of these interventions combined to create political vacuums and laid the foundations for ter-
rorists to increase their infuence and further unite against Western powers. 

Hillary’s other critic, would seemingly come from her lef, but Senator Bernie Sanders has been reluctant 
to attack Hillary, saying he wants to “focus on the issues”. If Bernie wants to contend for the nomination in any se-
rious way, bringing up Libya would certainly score him points with liberal Democrats who see Hillary as hawkish 
on foreign policy, 

Te crisis in Libya and subsequent Benghazi hearings are a classic example of how Americans understand 
foreign policy. With the recent bombings in Paris, it is more crucial than ever to understand these problems so we 
can respond efectively.  Personal e-mail scandals dominate the conversation while substantive issues and a critical 
analysis of foreign policy are pushed aside.. Should politicians and government be more transparent? Absolutely. 
Secretary Clinton should have been much more forthright and honest when being asked about her e-mails. How-
ever, when talking about Hillary’s record and policy views, it is necessary to discuss her actual decisions in ofce 
and the lack of preparedness her policies were carried out with, especially afer she voted for the Iraq war, which 
many credit that for helping her lose the 2008 election. We should talk about the efects a war with no exit strategy 
could have for a large African nation. And as Libya continues to fall to warring factions of Islamic state like groups 
and becomes an increasing save-haven for terrorist cells, we should care less about which party we are a part of, 
and more about what the consequences of our own military interventions. 

1. POLITICO. 2015. “Colin Powell relied on personal e-mails while secretary of state.” March 3, 2015. 
2. Johnson, Chalmers. 2010. “American Militarism and Blowback: Te Costs of Letting the Pentagon Dominate Foreign Policy.” New Political Science, August 18. 
3. New York Times. 1983. “King Idris, Ousted in 69 by Gaddaf, dies in Cairo.” May 26. 
4. Al Jazeera. 2011. “Libya afer the NATO Invasion.” April 9. 
5. NBC News. 2014. “Deadly Libyan Violence Pushes Country Towards Failed State”. July 31. 
6. Time Magazine. 2014. “Report: ISIS Takes Control of a Libyan City.” November 19. 
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 Te Problems with Clinton’s New 
College Compact (Section Break) 

Joy Sgobbo 

Today, students are swimming in student loan debt. According to Mark Kantrowitz of the Wall Street 
Journal, the average student loan debt for the class of 2015 was over $35,000. Seventy percent of college students 
graduate with debt, compared to fourty-fve percent in 19931. Tese changes hit students of low and middle in-
comes hard. College afordability is an issue that is extremely important to graduates and students. Terefore, it 
only makes sense that Hillary Clinton would take a strong stance on the issue to attract young voters.

 Clinton’s plan can be broken down into three main goals. Te frst goal is to increase the amount of state 
grants so in-state students will not have to take out loans. Te second is to make community colleges free. Lastly, 
her plan aims to lower interest rates on student loans. She promises to do this by “closing tax loopholes and expen-
ditures for the most fortunate.”2 On the surface, Mrs. Clinton’s plan is attractive to students who will graduate in 
debt. However, there are some drawbacks to the plan. 

Under Mrs. Clinton’s initiative, students will need to work ten hours a week or more to contribute to the 
assistance of their aid. Tis could be an issue for many students with heavy workloads. Not all students would be 
able to balance a ten hour work week on top of schoolwork, especially those who take the heaviest work loads 
from classes; the same students that may even end up contributing the most to society in the long run. Logically 
speaking, the students who would be most deserving of a reduced-cost education are those who are least likely to 
qualify under this plan. It is to be expected that students contribute in some way to their education, however, if 
when fnalized her plan mandates that students work ten hours a week in order to receive aid, there may instantly 
be a signifcant number of students who cannot qualify. Many students do work to help pay for their college edu-
cations, and ofen times they may work more than ten hours a week2. However, this is not every student, and many 
will not be able to fulfll this requirement if it is necessary to qualify for a reduced-cost education. 

Mrs. Clinton’s plan is ideal in a perfect world, but in 2015 it could almost be too good to be true. Mrs. 
Clinton proposes a program that will make community colleges free and sets a goal that students attending state 
colleges will not need to take out any loans. She claims that the states will be rewarded if students graduate without 
debt for tuition. Yet, the largest drawback to Mrs. Clinton’s New College Compact is the cost. According to her 
website, her higher education policy would cost three-hundred and ffy billion dollars over the course of ten years. 
With Entitlements nearing seventy-one percent of the discretionary budget and a national debt now exceeding 
eighteen trillion dollars, this is not the time to embark on more federal government spending. Since the new plan is 
so expensive, middle class taxpayers will face an even greater burden. New taxes to help pay for cheaper college ed-
ucations could have the opposite efect that is intended, by making Americans even less able to pay for tuitions by 
decreasing their disposable income. Additionally, with more students going to college, the value of a college degree 
could decrease. Terefore, more students will need to seek graduate degrees that will make them more competitive 
in the job market. Tis will also increase the amount students have to pay for degrees to enter into the work force. 
1 wsj.com. 2015. “Congratulations, Class of 2015. You’re the Most Indebted Ever (For Now.)” May 8. http://blogs.wsj.com/economics/2015/05/08/congratulations-class-
of-2015-youre-the-most-indebted-ever-for-now/ (accessed October 3, 2015). 
2 cbsnews.com. 2013. “More student working (a lot) in college.” February 8. http://www.cbsnews.com/news/more-students-working-a-lot-in-college/ (date accessed 
October 3, 2015). 

http://www.cbsnews.com/news/more-students-working-a-lot-in-college
https://cbsnews.com
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Even though many parts of the plan are desirable, including more federal funding to states to provide 
grants, lower interest rates, and free community colleges, its feasibility is questionable. Whether or not the United 
States can aford the expensive New College Compact in the future is something that may hinder its execution. 
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A Step in the Right Direction: Hillary Clinton’s 
New College Compact 

Darren D. Daughtry Jr. 

Hillary Clinton’s higher education plan is called the New College Compact. Its goal is to ensure that no 
student has to take out a loan to cover tuition at four-year public colleges and universities. Tuition at community 
colleges would also be free.1 Mrs. Clinton’s plan would make college “as debt free as possible,” by changing the stu-
dent loan system, providing grants to states, and creating incentives for states to invest more in higher education2. 

In total, student loan debt in the U.S. is over $1.2 trillion3, which is half of what the federal government 
spent in fscal year 20144. Part of the reason student loan debt is so high is because paying of the loans is dif-
cult. Under the New College Compact, students would be allowed to refnance their loans at a lower interest rate. 
Which would lower their monthly payments. Also, Mrs. Clinton’s plan wants to make all student loan payments 
income based5. Tis means, when your income is lower shortly afer you graduate, your monthly payments would 
be lower.  When your income increases, so do your monthly payments. Another of Mrs. Clinton’s proposals, is 
giving students the option of having their monthly payment deducted from their income6. In other words, your 
payment would be automatically deducted from your pay every month. Tis would eliminate any chance of some-
one missing their monthly payment. Finally, afer twenty years, or ten years for public service jobs, if you haven’t 
paid back your student loans, your remaining debt will be forgiven. 

In addition to changing how student loans are paid back, Clinton’s plan will also get the states involved. 
Part of the New College Compact is to make states eligible for grants from the federal government to make sure all 
students can pay for their education7. In addition, the New College Compact will create incentives for states to in-
crease the amount of money they invest in public colleges and universities8. During the great recession, many state 
governments drastically cut funding to public colleges and universities9. Tis forced schools to increase tuition to 
make up for cuts. Although the economy has largely recovered, states haven’t brought their funding of public col-
leges and universities back to pre-recession levels. To make matters worse, many public colleges and universities 
have increased spending over the past several years. Increased spending coupled with a smaller amount of gov-
ernment funding means the cost of attending a public college or university increases. Te more expensive college 
becomes, the harder it is for middle and lower income students to attend. 

1 Bidwell, Allie. 2015. “2016 Presidential Candidates Scattered on Higher Ed, Student Aid Views.”August 12th.http://www.nasfaa.org/news-item/5223/2016_Presiden-
tial_Candidates_Scattered_on_Higher_Ed_Student_Aid_Views 
2 ibid 
3 Holland, Kelly. 2015.“Te High Economic and Social Costs of Student Loan Debt.”June 15. http://www.cnbc.com/2015/06/15/the-high-economic-and-social-costs-of-
student-loan-debt.html (October 5th 2015). 
4 Lew, Jacob;Donovan, Shaun. 2014. “Joint Statement of Treasury Secretary Jacob J. Lew and Ofce of Management and Budget Director Shaun Donovan on Budget 
Results for Fiscal Year 2014.”October 15. http://www.treasury.gov/press-center/press-releases/Pages/jl2664.aspx (October 5th 2015). 
5 Bidwell, Allie. 2015. “2016 Presidential Candidates Scattered on Higher Ed, Student Aid Views.”August 12th.http://www.nasfaa.org/news-item/5223/2016_Presiden-
tial_Candidates_Scattered_on_Higher_Ed_Student_Aid_Views 
6 ibid 
7 ibid 
8 Vara, Vauhini. 2015. “Does Hillary Clinton’s College Plan Go Far Enough.” August 11. http://www.newyorker.com/business/currency/does-hillary-clintons-college-
plan-go-far-enough (October 6th 2015). 
9 Mitchell, Michael; Palacios, Vincent; Leachman, Michael. 2014. “States are Still Funding Higher Education Below Prerecession Levels.” May 1.http://www.cbpp.org/ 
research/states-are-still-funding-higher-education-below-pre-recession-levels (October 19th 2015). 

https://1.http://www.cbpp.org
http://www.newyorker.com/business/currency/does-hillary-clintons-college
https://12th.http://www.nasfaa.org/news-item/5223/2016_Presiden
http://www.treasury.gov/press-center/press-releases/Pages/jl2664.aspx
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Now this is all fne and dandy, but like with everything in government, the question is how to pay for it. 
Te answer is pretty straightforward and fairly reasonable; closing specifc loopholes in the tax code10. Tese loop-
holes are ones used by extremely wealthy people and large companies to reduce the amount of taxes they pay. In 
addition, itemized deductions such as charitable contributions, tax deductions, and medical expenses, would be 
limited for high income households and people. Tis could generate roughly $600 million over the course of ten 
years11, while the New College Compact is estimated to cost about $350 million over a decade. Tese estimates vary 
depending on which loopholes and itemized deductions Clinton wants to limit12. 

Overall, Hillary Clinton’s New College Compact would bring some badly needed changes to the way Amer-
icans pay for higher education. Paying of student loans would be more practical, states would increase funding in 
higher education, and states would be provided with funds to ensure no student would have to take out a loan to 
pay for tuition would all contribute to making college education more accessible for all. 

10 Jeanne Sahadi. 2015. “Who Will Pay for Hillary Clinton’s College Plan.” August 10. http://money.cnn.com/2015/08/10/news/economy/hillary-clin-
ton-college-plan/ (August 6th 2015). 
11 ibid 
12 ibid 

http://money.cnn.com/2015/08/10/news/economy/hillary-clin
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Why You Should Care About Free Education 

Humza Mirza 

Democratic candidates are pushing for free education amongst the slew of other important issues that are 
pressing in our society today, with no candidate pushing harder than Bernie Sanders. Bernie Sanders and Hillary 
Clinton have been the candidates discussing cheaper education, but with widely varied policy plans. It could be 
said that these candidates could just be pandering for the millennial vote and that cheap education isn’t a problem 
that should be faced urgently, but from an economic standpoint, it is imperative that we focus on a reform in edu-
cation fnancing, as our economy will face severe problems in the long run. 

How is it fair on future members of the work force to be subjected to such predatory student loans, where 
the federal government reportedly made $51 billion dollar proft in 20131. Big corporations are making a huge 
proft on student loans as well, with companies such as Citibank, Discover, and most recently Wells Fargo, under 
investigation by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau for “overstating the minimum amount due on bills, 
misrepresenting how much interest some students had paid, and engaging in aggressive and sometimes illegal col-
lection practices”2. Students who were ushered into the era of student loans are now facing crippling debt coming 
into the workforce on a loan that both has a high interest rate and zero ability to default. Tese are just a few of the 
reasons you should care about which candidate has the best plan for cheap education. 

Te Sanders plan, which was released last May, would make all public colleges and universities tuition-free. 
It would eliminate the federal “proft” from student debt and would allow students to refnance at signifcantly 
more favorable rates. Mr. Sanders has a very clear plan as to how he would generate enough revenue to cover the 
increasing cost of education. He has written and attempting to pass a bill called the College for All Act, which 
introduces legislation for restoration of historically low student loan interest rates, student loan refnancing, work 
study reforms, simplifying the student aid application process and fully paid for by imposing a robin hood tax on 
wall street. Te frst four points are fairly standard and consistent with most liberal education reform policies, but 
the Robin Hood tax is the most intriguing part of this bill. Te Robin Hood tax is a tax on stock exchange transac-
tion on Wall Street, which, according to CNN Money explanation of the bill, “would lower interest rates on federal 
student loans, give graduates a chance to refnance existing loans at lower rates, and stop the government from 
making profts on student loans. To fund the legislation by generating up to $300 billion a year, Sanders proposes 
instituting a 0.5% tax on trades of stocks and 0.1% tax on bonds and an even smaller fee on so-called derivatives, 
such as stock options and futures contracts”3. 

Free education sounds great and all, but how economically sound is it? Tere are certain problems that 
could occur just through basic economic principles, for example, creating a monopoly of sorts against private 
education institutions, decreasing incentive for innovation and could cause community colleges and public uni-
versities to be inefcient when it comes to cost control. Tese are all factors that should be considered when you 
decide which candidate you are choosing for the primaries especially, because whether millennials like it or not, 
education reform is a pressing issue. It is up to you to decide whether you want to be in a society where the gov-
ernment and big corporations make money of of your education, while you are stuck with high loans and the 

1 Woodruf, Mandy. 2013. “Te US Government Will Make A Record $51 Billion Of Student Loan Debt Tis Year.” http://www.businessinsider.com/student-loans-net-
51-billion-proft-2013-5. (November 1, 2015) 
2 CNN.com. 2015. “Citibank investigated over its student loan services.”August 3. http://money.cnn.com/2015/08/03/pf/college/citibank-student-loans-investigation/. 
(accessed November 1, 2015) 
3 CNN.com. 2015. “Free college and healthcare for all - how would Bernie Sanders pay for it?” October 16. http://money.cnn.com/2015/10/16/news/economy/sand-
ers-taxes-spending/. (accessed November 1, 2015) 

http://money.cnn.com/2015/10/16/news/economy/sand
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potential for a terrible credit score just as you are entering adulthood, or worry about potential economic factors 
that would afect free education. Te economic implications of education should not be overlooked, but those can 
be fxed through regulation, whereas our right for an afordable and complete education should not be placed on 
the back burner of todays politics. 
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Vouchers for Education 
Isabel Blank 

Te implementation of vouchers is an education reform policy that has received very little publicity or 
discussion during the 2016 presidential primaries. However, vouchers are already implemented in fourteen states 
and the District of Columbia. A policy that is represented in almost 30% of the United States should be chal-
lenged, especially during the primaries, to determine the viability of the strategy and whether or not politicians 
should look to expand it into other states. 

Voucher programs that currently exist in the United States are scholarships funded by states that allow 
students to attend private schools using the same money normally allotted to their public education1. Tis type 
of program was frst implemented in Wisconsin in 1989 and focused on low-income students. Many of the 
programs currently in place in the United States are also concentrated on low-income students, while some also 
focus on disabled children or on students enrolled in schools that have received low ratings on the school grad-
ing system. Te goal of the system is to increase competition between schools that should lead to lower costs and 
improved student success2. 

Milton Friedman was the frst economist to suggest the modern voucher plan in 1955. His foundation, 
Te Friedman Foundation for Educational Choice, is a huge supporter of voucher programs, and strives for 
their implementation throughout the country. Te foundation argues that vouchers save tax dollars that could 
be used to cut taxes or to improve state entities such as school systems. Te public school would eliminate ad-
ditional costs attached to teaching students with disabilities who choose to attend private school because they 
would no longer require speech therapists or special education programs.3 Many supporters argue that an infux 
in students newly able to attend private schools would also cause competition between private schools. While 
private schools normally market themselves to certain types of prospective students, the creation of a new type 
of student, the voucher student, would cause diferent schools in the same area to compete over their enrollment. 
Tis competition could lead to improvements in the learning process as each school searches for new innovative 
approaches to learning in the hopes of attracting new students4. With improved fnancial mobility, public schools 
would then be able to improve, and they too could compete with private schools and other public schools. 

Opponents of the voucher program argue that shifing students from public schools to private schools 
will not lower the expense of teachers and facilities. Te program would therefore cause schools to lose money 
rather than save it because funding is dependent on the number of students .Tey also argue that competition 
between private schools would not increase enough to lead to any signifcant innovations in learning. Compe-
tition is already high between schools and the introduction of voucher students as prospective students would 
comparatively not be very impactful5. When vouchers are being used to pay for a religiously associated school, 
many argue that it is also a violation of separation of church and state because government money is funding a 
religious institution.6 

1 Cunningham, J. (2015) School Choice: Vouchers. Available at: http://www.ncsl.org/research/education/school-choice-vouchers.aspx (Accessed: 11 October 2015). 
2 Ibid. 
3 Friedman Foundation for Educational Choice (2015) Breaking Down the ‘2015 Schooling in America Survey’. Available at: http://www.edchoice.org/breaking-down-the-
2015-schooling-in-america-survey/ (Accessed: 11 October 2015). 
4 Patrinos, H. (2012) ‘How do School Vouchers Help Improve Education Systems?’, Education for Global Development, 9 April. Available at: http://blogs.worldbank.org/ 
education/how-do-school-vouchers-help-improve-education-systems (Accessed: 11 October 2015). 
5 Cunningham, J. (2015) School Choice: Vouchers. Available at: http://www.ncsl.org/research/education/school-choice-vouchers.aspx (Accessed: 11 October 2015). 
6 Ibid. 

http://www.ncsl.org/research/education/school-choice-vouchers.aspx
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Analysis of school systems with implemented voucher programs suggest some gains among low-income 
and minority voucher recipients’ reading and math scores, along with a higher  percentage of graduating stu-
dents. School competition, which is a measurement based on spatial location and enrollment levels in diferent 
schools, also improved in multiple areas that ofer vouchers.7 Since the programs in the US are new and limited 
to only a few states and counties, it is difcult to ensure that these result solely from vouchers and not other edu-
cational reforms, however, similar programs implemented in Colombia and the Netherlands have been extreme-
ly successful in raising graduation rates and test scores. A program in Chile, however, has been under scrutiny 
for polarizing public and private schools and causing the highest achieving public school students to leave for a 
private education8. 

Due to limited research within the United States, focusing on older institutions in other countries may be 
the best way to determine the efectiveness of a voucher system in the US. With mixed success globally, voucher 
systems have proven both efective and inefective. Further research must determine in what context voucher 
systems are successful and whether they could efectively improve the United States’ education system. 

7 Chi, G. and Misra, K. (2011) Measuring Public School Competition from Private Schools: A Gravity-Based Index. Available at: http://www.scirp.org/journal/PaperInfor-
mation.aspx?PaperID=8027 (Accessed: 22 October 2015). 
8 Friedman Foundation for Educational Choice (2015) Breaking Down the ‘2015 Schooling in America Survey’. Available at: http://www.edchoice.org/breaking-down-the-
2015-schooling-in-america-survey/ (Accessed: 11 October 2015). 
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Why Reform in Education 
is Doomed to Fail 

Andrew Bolger 

For as long as Americans can remember, our Presidents have promised to be the “Education President”. 
Tey’ve implemented reform afer reform and we have seen test scores continue to fall relative to other countries 
around the world. Presidents and politicians will try to blame teachers, tenure, or crumbling schools, calling for 
voucher programs or more spending on public schools. President Bush enacted the No Child lef Behind Act in 
2002, increasing the number of test students take. President Obama’s Race to the Top program gave states grants 
for achieving ambitious goals set by themselves. Programs like these are well intentioned, but their goals will not 
be acheived in the long run. Tey will not be efective until we address the wider issue of childhood poverty in the 
United States. 

When a child is born into poverty it can signifcantly afect academic outcomes. Professors Misty Lacour 
and Lauara Tissington, in their study Te Efects of Poverty on Academic Achievement, assert that kindergarten 
students living in poverty do systematically worse on tests than those who are not living in poverty. Diane Ravitch, 
in her book Reign of Error¸ talks about “the achievement gap” between rich and poor students. She says “When 
one considers the diference in life circumstances of children who are poor and children who are not poor, it is 
conceivable how any responsible person could claim that poverty doesn’t matter or that poverty is an ‘excuse’”. 
Poverty afects a child’s life in almost every way. Children born into poverty are more likely to be exposed to crime, 
have uneducated parents, health problems, and are absent from school more ofen. Furthermore, children living 
in poverty ofen do not have the tools to be successful in school, like a quiet place to study or access to books. 
In addition, poverty in a family ofen leads to self-esteem issues1. Having to worry about where your next meal 
will come from, if your parents can fnd work, or if you have to worry about crime outside your house can make 
learning and academic achievement extremely challenging for students. All of these factors drastically afect how 
a child does in school. 

Over the last few decades, childhood poverty has nearly doubled and has afected educational outcomes 
dramatically2. As our economy shifed, middle income jobs lef and wages stagnated. Furthermore, we’ve also see 
a widening wealth gap and inequality between the rich and the poor. Tis change in the economy has dramatically 
afected the educational outcomes of American students3. Presidential candidates will ofen say the solution is in 
reshaping our educational system itself. For example, former Governor Jeb Bush of Florida, as well as many other 
Republican candidates, advocates for a voucher system, saying parents should be able to choose where they want to 
send their children to school. Policy makers and voters should focus on lifing students out of poverty, before lif-
ing them out of school. Te rate of childhood poverty is greater in the U.S. than in any other developed nation1. We 
as a society have come to accept poverty as an inevitable part of the way our country works, and that our schools 
are the fawless tool escaping it. Te reality is that schools are not a method of escaping poverty; rather, they are 
meant to prepare students for life afer education. Poor students cannot be as successful as their non-poor peers 
1 Ravitch, Diane 2003. Reign of Error: Vintage Books 
2 Lacour, Misty. Tissington, Laura 2001. Te efects of poverty on academic achievement. Academic Journals. (May 12): http://www.academicjournals.org/journal/ERR/ 
article-full-text-pdf/31F3BFB6129 (October 10, 2015). 
3 Ludwig, Jens, Helen F. Ladd and Greg J. Duncan, eds. 2007. Urban Poverty and Educational Outcomes.: Brookings Institutuion Press. http://www.jstor.org/sta-
ble/25058785 (October, 11 2009) 
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until they have the same tools and conditions at home as they do in school. 

Te frst step in fxing education in America is realizing that childhood poverty is a serious issue, and that 
rather than looking at poverty as a symptom or excuse for why there is such disparity in academic achievement. 
We as a country need to realize that poverty is the problem when looking at academics. A child born into a poor 
family will have completely diferent life circumstances compared to a child born into a richer family. We as a 
country need to create the economic and political will to address childhood poverty. Rather than strictly blaming 
teachers, unions, test scores, or lack of funding, we should all take a closer look at the lives of children who live in 
poverty and how those conditions afect a student’s performance. 
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Te Tax Program from God 
Joseph Fong 

For many of the Republican candidates, tax reform is a major talking point, with all ofering unique ap-
proaches to the issue. A popular solution has been the idea of the fat tax, which has been proposed by four candi-
dates: Rand Paul, Rick Santorum, Ted Cruz, and Ben Carson. [1] Te fat tax is not a new concept in the American 
political realm, in fact in the 2012 election, the Republican Party saw Newt Gingrich propose a popular optional 
fat tax to the incremental tax in place. [2] Dr. Benjamin Carson, world renowned neurosurgeon and currently 
polling in second place, poses this very tax in a way that does not put the burden of responsibility on any one 
demographic. He proposes a tithe—a fat tax of 10-15% on all incomes in the United States. [3] Te idea of fat tax 
has gained popularity because, for the working and middle classes, it simplifes their yearly fling process and elim-
inates the cost in time and money of working with an accountant or tax service. It’s also popular for the wealthy, 
because it eliminates double taxation on both their wage income and income from capital gains.[4] Trough this 
simple and easy to understand method of taxation, Carson hopes to win over voters through promises of a stream-
lined and fair policy that will quickly pay down the national debt. Unfortunately, contrary to his and the popular 
belief, such a tax policy would only increase the income disparity between rich and poor while additionally failing 
to pay down the debt in any way that is better than the incremental tax system already in place. 

Carson’s American tithe is based on the medieval concept that required compulsory payment of a tenth 
of one’s crops paid to the church for upkeep costs. In theory, all sacrifce for the common good. In application, 
the fat tax is a sacrifce from the poor and a tax break for the rich. Under his policy, a person making $25,000 per 
year will pay $2500 in taxes and someone making $1 Million will pay $100,000. Te working class individual is lef 
with only $22,500 for yearly spending while the wealthier individual still has $900,000. In pursuit of Ben Carson’s 
vision of fairness, everybody pays the same amount, but in terms of proportional equality, those of the lower in-
come brackets sufer signifcantly. Carson believes that poor people have pride and fnd it very condescending that 
they cannot pay taxes [5] but, while the poor may be willing to do their part to the nation, will they be fnancially 
capable? An across the board fat tax will ensure that the poor remain poor, while the rich continue to enjoy their 
prosperity. 

Carson attacks the American tax system as being full of loopholes and tax breaks, from which only the 
wealthy can beneft from through clever accountants and lawyers. [6] Using the above example again, employing the 
current system, a person making $25,000 is taxed at an efective rate of $3,000 or 13% [7]. In actuality, the amount 
paid is much lower, brought down by deductions and tax breaks yielded from costly ventures such as owning a 
house or having multiple dependents. Under a fat tax without any sort of deductions, it has been projected that 
the lowest 5% of taxpayers would see a $2887 increase in actual yearly taxes paid, while the top 1% would see a 
decrease of $209,562[8]. 

Extrapolating this concept to the national scale, we can get an idea of how truly inefective in aggregate 
Carson’s plan is. Taking Governmental income, estimated for 2016 at approximately $11.25 trillion, and multi-
plying it by the fat rate proposed of 10% yields tax revenues of around $1.1 trillion. Tough this may seem like a 
sizeable amount, one must consider the burdens the nature of the tax puts upon working people and tax breaks 
for the rich. Te progressive tax we currently have, though also not necessarily the optimum solution of taxation, 
is projected to yield $3.5 trillion, over three times more than what was gained from the fat tax [9]. To have a fat tax 
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with the same efectiveness as the incremental tax, rates would have to be in excess of 30%. Instead of striving to 
balance the budget, Carson’s tax instead loses out on trillions of dollars that could have been used to pay of Amer-
ican debt. Tis increased defcit would make cuts other budgetary line items an absolute necessity. Te frst items 
most likely to be eliminated, or at least signifcantly defunded would be many of the national welfare programs 
such as Medicare, Medicaid, SNAP, etc., being but another blow to the working and middle classes, eliminating 
more aids in place for those in need of fnancial assistance. [10] 

Carson’s plan does not fully take into account the long term economic issues of such a tax. By actively 
gaping the class divide, this tax deprives working people any aid they receive based on their fnancial status while 
allowing for sanctioned tax breaks to the wealthiest citizens. Financially, there is no macroeconomic logic either 
that puts it ahead of the incremental tax system that we already have in place. Tis is not the frst time the fat tax 
has been proposed by a candidate and, while it may be a popular topic to campaign for ofce with, in practice, it is 
an idea that possesses little virtue in helping the American people or the American economy. 

1. New York Times. 2015. “Republican Presidential Candidates Rally Around Flat Tax.” May 15, 2015. http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/16/business/econ-
omy/republican-presidential-candidates-rally-around-fat-tax.html . October 17, 2015 
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look-at-gingrichs-fat-tax-plan/2011/11/28/gIQAn5Y25N_blog.html . October 17, 2015. 
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Parties in Flux: Two Decades of Parallels Between the 
British Labour Party and the Republican Party 

Peter Hopko 

In 1994, the lef-wing British Labour Party, and the right-wing American Republican Party, were in strik-
ingly similar, ascendant positions. Labour, under the leadership of Tony Blair, was a few years away from achieving 
its frst parliamentary majority since 1974. Blairite Labour moved to the center of British politics, abandoning its 
dedication to nationalization and socialism, before fnally entering government in 1997. Te party removed the 
call for “common ownership of the means of production, distribution and exchange” from its party constitution. 
Blair endorsed both free market economics and an interventionist foreign policy. Notably, Blair separated himself 
from an isolationist Labour tradition by supporting the Iraq War. Meanwhile, 1994 saw the culmination of the 
Newt Gingrich led “Republican Revolution”. Te Republicans achieved control of the House of Representatives for 
the frst time since 1954, while simultaneously gaining control of the Senate.  Gingrich emphasized the corruption 
of Democratic incumbents, in contrast to the ideological purity of his insurgent Republicans. Interestingly, by 
disappointing the conservative members of his party, Gingrich was ultimately removed from the speakership by 
his own protégées. 

21 years later, the Republican and Labour Parties once again fnd themselves in parallel conditions. Tis 
time the two parties are in disarray. Labour, having lost a general election in May, held a leadership election. In 
America, the race for the Republican Nomination for President in 2016 began in earnest. In August, rebellious 
socialist frebrand Jeremy Corbyn was elected to the Labour leadership; explicitly rejecting the centrism that had 
dominated the Party since 1994. Te election of Corbyn exposed the immense gap between the Labour grassroots 
and the parliamentary Labour Party. As Corbyn rose in Britain, political outsiders, such as billionaire reality TV 
Star, and real estate hegemon, Donald Trump, and retired neurosurgeon Ben Carson, surged to the lead in Repub-
lican presidential polling; leaving traditional, high-profle politicians in the dust. At the same time, under pressure 
from the most conservative members of his caucus, notably the House Freedom Caucus, Republican Speaker of 
the House John Boehner was forced to resign, and his deputy, Kevin McCarthy, was prevented from succeeding 
him. 

Both the Labour Party, and the Republican Party, face uphill battles in convincing the electorate, in their 
respective countries, they are capable of governing. Te Labour Party has a leader who is ideologically distant from 
its parliamentary party. Corbyn supports nuclear disarmament and has an economic platform similar to Hugo 
Chavez’s. Te chaos in the parliamentary Labour Party calls into question Labour’s ability to govern the country; or 
even to credibly oppose the Conservative government. Meanwhile, the Republicans, while controlling the Senate 
and the House, seem incapable of fnding a coherent method of opposing the Obama Administration. Te party 
is not so much ideologically separated, however it is strategically divided. Some favor a confrontational approach, 
while the current leadership team would rather bide its time, waiting for a potential Republican President in 2016. 
Ultimately, the Labour Party and the Republican Party face dramatic internal divisions and chaos, and it is difcult 
to imagine an easy path to intra-party peace in either situation. 

In search of the origins of the current populist, anti-establishment fever that dominates the Republican 
and Labour Parties, I return to the two leaders mentioned earlier: Tony Blair and Newt Gingrich. Blair purpose-
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fully separated himself from the Labour base. Tis was acceptable during Blair’s electorally successful leadership. 
However, when the party was defeated in consecutive general elections under Gordon Brown, Tony Blair’s Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, and then Ed Miliband, also from the moderate wing of the party, the frustrated Labour 
base demanded a return to socialist purity under Jeremy Corbyn. Lef wing purity is the new Labour priority: 
symbolized by Corbyn’s support for potential charges of war crimes against Tony Blair for his role in the Iraq War. 
Moderate Blairite politicians are seen as traitors or conservatives in disguise. In America, Gingrich made diamet-
rically opposite mistakes that produced similar results. As Tomas Mann and Norman Ornstein argued in their 
2012 Washington Post editorial “Let’s just say it: Te Republicans are the Problem”, by portraying himself and his 
protégées as crusaders against corruption and compromised principles, Gingrich energized a base of intensely an-
ti-Washington conservative activists who see moderate Republicans as part of the problem. Tis conservative base 
encourages unrealistic conservative purity from elected ofcials: totally eschewing compromise. Tis McCarthyite 
search for purity even reaches to people such as Representative Paul Ryan, onetime Vice-Presidential nominee and 
paragon of conservatism, who was nearly prevented from a candidacy for the newly vacant Speakership due to 
his moderate views on immigration: despite being a doctrinaire conservative in nearly every other circumstance. 
Meanwhile, the Republican base is embracing Donald Trump as its Presidential frontrunner, despite his former 
support for progressive causes like single payer healthcare and expansive gun control. Te Republican Party is 
tearing itself apart in an oddly inconsistent search for ideological purity. 

Tough distant in ideological orientation, both the Labour and Republican Parties fell victim to the success 
of radical insurgencies from within their own ranks. Te anger of the party faithful towards its leadership is real 
and intense. Te establishment wings of both parties will try to reassert control. However, it seems that their return 
to dominance will be a difcult one. 
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 Te Great Recession and the Resurgence 
of European and Domestic Populism 

Harrison Fregeau 

Te rise of populism defnes the post-recession political realm in both America and Europe. Populist par-
ties and candidates, both of the lef and the right, are fercely challenging the once dominant political center. Tis 
rise creates a moment of great opportunity, but also a moment of great danger. 

Te Great Recession changed much in the world; the world political system was no exception. Te burst-
ing of the American property bubble collapsed the laissez-faire neo-liberal banking system developed under Alan 
Greenspan and Hank Paulson during the Clinton and Bush Administrations. Tis provided extra momentum to 
Barack Obama’s presidential campaign, helping him score victory over John McCain in 2008. America’s borders 
failed to contain the contagion of toxic assets, triggering the collapse of massive housing bubbles in Ireland and 
Spain and plunging most of Europe into a sharp recession. Te slow growth PIGS countries (Portugal, Italy, Greece 
and Spain) sufered acutely, causing great sufering to their citizens. Te dire situation forced the Eurozone to bail 
out three separate nations (Portugal and Cyprus once and Greece three times). Countries with higher savings 
rates, particularly the Netherlands, Finland and powerhouse Germany, footed the bill for bailing out the debts of 
free spending southern countries. In return, these countries imposed austerity measures which caused even fur-
ther recession to Greeks, Portuguese, and Cypriots. 

Te recession and these previously mentioned conditions lit the fre for European populist anger direct-
ed at these governments. In the wake of the recession, extremist groups like the United Kingdom Independence 
Party (UKIP) in the UK, le Front National (NF) in France, and Syriza and Golden Dawn in Greece, have grown 
in strength. Tough there is considerable variation among the parties, their common thread is hatred of the Euro-
zone. UKIP helped force a referendum in England on whether or not to leave the EU. NF won nearly 25% of the 
vote in France on an anti-EU and virulent anti-immigrant platforms, and NF has an anti-Semitic background to 
boot. Syriza became the majority party in Greece, and won a dangerous referendum to reject the initial terms of 
a vital 3rd bailout back in July.1 Golden Dawn, does not even bother to hide its neo-fascist stance. Above all, in the 
wake of the 2008 recession, European voters turned their anger at the economy and the boogeymen of the Euro-
pean Union and the immigrants and refugees fooding into the euro-zone. 

At home in the United States, populism is rising as well. Right wing Tea Party activists dominated the 2010 
midterm elections. In 2016, lefist elements advocating for issues like Black Lives Matter and income inequality 
clash with reactionary elements advocating for deporting immigrants and erasing the Afordable Care Act. Tese 
elements are represented by presidential candidates Bernie Sanders on one side, and Ben Carson and Donald 
Trump on the other. Populism also shook the position of the Speaker of the House of Representatives. Afer 5 
painful years as House Speaker, John Boehner of Ohio abruptly resigned the speakership: likely frustrated that the 
extremist Freedom Caucus prevented him from compromising with Democrats numerous times. Tis caucus also 
successfully derailed the candidacy of Kevin McCarthy, Boehner’s understudy, and plunged the race into chaos. 
Finally Representative Paul Ryan was eventually coaxed into running for an ofce which, though granted nominal 
power, has great uncertainty moving forward. 

1 I Liz Alderman, With Greek ‘No’ Vote, Tsipras Wins a Victory Tat Could Carry a Steep Price, New York Times, July 5, 2015. 
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All this being said, I expect October 2015 will be a high water mark for American populism. Unemploy-
ment has sunk to a healthy level of around 5%: wage growth should follow shortly. Donald Trump’s poll numbers 
have declined, Hillary Clinton’s campaign is fnding its footing (and thus is boxing out Bernie Sanders) and Ben 
Carson’s support resembles the fash in the pan popularity of previous unsuccessful president candidates like Mi-
chele Bachmann and Herman Cain. Te most important reason for populism’s impending American decline is 
structural. Te dominance of the two party system of Democrats and Republicans wards of the rise of disruptive 
parties seen in Europe. Both parties’ proven track record of electoral success dissuades both voters and (some 
would say more importantly) donors from supporting candidates bold enough to run under an independent ban-
ner. Tis keeps minority interests out of power, for better or for worse. 

In Europe, the future is far murkier. In France, polls show Marine Le Pen, the leader of NF, would defeat 
sitting president Francois Hollande in the frst round of the next election, if held today.2 Lefist and unpredictable 
Syriza remains the plurality party in Greece. Te outcome of the British referendum to exit the European Union is 
in doubt. Te more democratic European systems leaves themselves more vulnerable to extremist political impuls-
es. I feel far safer in the more elitist American system designed to keep centrist ideas front and center, so to speak. 
Populism is certainly far more exciting, but in the wake of the Great Recession, its power is also more terrifying. 

2 Gerard Bon (ed. Gareth Jones), France’s Le Pen would lead frst round of 2017 presidential result – poll, Reuters UK, January 29, 2015. 


